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時代別日本の配色事典
2020-04

どんな時代にどんな色彩が流行していたのか 時代別にたどる日本の美しい伝統色とその配色

スタイル別配色アイデアブック
2019-08

欲しい配色が見つかる グラフィック イラスト インテリア 塗り絵 ネイルなどに使える作例3876収録

Color
2007-12-18

in this vivid and captivating journey through the colors of an artist s palette victoria finlay takes us on an enthralling adventure
around the world and through the ages illuminating how the colors we choose to value have determined the history of culture
itself how did the most precious color blue travel all the way from remote lapis mines in afghanistan to michelangelo s brush
what is the connection between brown paint and ancient egyptian mummies why did robin hood wear lincoln green in color
finlay explores the physical materials that color our world such as precious minerals and insect blood as well as the social and
political meanings that color has carried through time roman emperors used to wear togas dyed with a purple color that was
made from an odorous lebanese shellfish which probably meant their scent preceded them in the eighteenth century black dye
was called logwood and grew along the spanish main some of the first indigo plantations were started in america amazingly
enough by a seventeen year old girl named eliza and the popular van gogh painting white roses at washington s national
gallery had to be renamed after a researcher discovered that the flowers were originally done in a pink paint that had faded
nearly a century ago color is full of extraordinary people events and anecdotes painted all the more dazzling by finlay s
engaging style embark upon a thrilling adventure with this intrepid journalist as she travels on a donkey along ancient silk
trade routes with the phoenicians sailing the mediterranean in search of a special purple shell that garners wealth sustenance
and prestige with modern chilean farmers breeding and bleeding insects for their viscous red blood the colors that craft our
world have never looked so bright

The Colors of Us
2002-10

seven year old lena and her mother observe the variations in the color of their friends skin viewed in terms of foods and things
found in nature

The Color of Man
1973

discusses the biological reasons for various skin colors in man and the social and cultural impact of this phenomenon

The Color of Red
2010-10

imagine a world where the only color that can be seen is red this is the world of the colorblind inspector danforth rouge a
disability that leads him to the source of evil in the souls of humanity from malice to murder from love to hate rouge must test
the limits of his strength in his fight for justice and the heart of the woman he desperately loves in this epic tale which
stretches the boundaries between what is evil and what is just comes the greatest mystery of a lifetime rouge must journey
through a bloody butcher shop a hotel filled with secrets a haunted forest and a bar of deception to unmask the greatest killer
of them all one book four mysteries and a few unpredictable endings do you dare to read what is red



The Shapes of the Heart
2021-09-03

リトルプレスを自主製作するデザイナーの初出版作品 こころのかたち を一日一枚描く リソグラフで印刷し上製本で仕上げた

The Colors That I Am
1981-12

examines common personal feelings such as jealousy anger and happiness and suggests colors that could represent these
emotions

The Color of Mother
2020-04

the color of mother is a tribute in colors and words to mothers and mother figures who inspire encourage love and care for us
whether we are age two or 52 serving as both a sweet story for children ages newborn to 10 and a gift book for those who raise
them the color of mother is a universal message to moms and children alike rooted in the belief that love can transform and the
hope that spreading a message of love causes a shift in the world for children it s a reminder of how wonderful it is to be
nurtured and cherished for mothers and mother figures it s a thank you for who you are each and every day

What Time's the Next Color? (HB)
2021-06-09

what time s the next color hb by ann nelson what time s the next color centers around doc the clock and moe the mouse
together they search an old attic finding colors to bring doc s gray face back to life this colorful tale will help little ones better
understand the concept of the color wheel which contains twelve colors making up primary secondary and tertiary colors the
story aims to build the foundation of a lifetime of art appreciation

Color Your Life
2013-10-17

alter the colors around you to improve your quality of life color has been used for thousands of years to represent an individual
s mental and emotional state the colors that we surround ourselves with allow for a deeper exploration into the inner self used
positively color can have a profound healing quality enhance our well being and improve our lives now in color your life
veteran color therapists howard and dorothy sun explain how color can be used to promote health healing and personal growth
this book will help you discover how to do your own color reflection reading learn about your aura and chakra colors and
discover how color in your life can be the answer to spiritual growth and well being

The Color of Things
1995

after two evil scientists drain all the color from the town of monroe a spirited young girl and a group of children take matters
into their own hands and repaint everything

The Language of Color
2013-09

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the
original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1918 edition excerpt peimitive language it is often
remarked that the prevailing colornames found in the languages of primitive races and in the vocabularies of children can be
assumed to represent the colors which affect these beings most powerfully usually deductions of the orders of preference are



made by noting the relative frequencies of occurrence of the various color names it should be obvious that such a criterion is
dangerous if depended upon too confidently in a study of the expressive powers of colors the present subject is introduced here
chiefly for the purpose of emphasizing the danger of placing too riiuch value upon information from this source it is reasonable
to suppose that the color names in the vocabularies of primitive beings indicate in a general manner the more powerful colors
however these are known through other sources including ordinary observation so that such evidence is at best only
corroborative the limitations of interpretations from this source are due among other reasons to the incompleteness of
knowledge regarding the colorvision of these primitives and the influence of mental growth in the case of the child there are
many thousands of different colors distinguishable by an adult at the present time in fact in a broad sense wherein grays are
considered as colors the number of different color sensations that can be experienced is perhaps several hundred thousand it is
not surprising that the immature or primitive intellect only comprehends a few of these and it is reasonable to suppose that the
most striking colors will be recognized first the finer feeling toward colors that is the recognition of their beauty depends
largely upon the taste of the beholder and taste according to civilized standards is

Color and Design
2013-08-01

from products we use to clothes we wear and spaces we inhabit we rely on colour to provide visual appeal data codes and
meaning color and design addresses how we understand and experience colour and through specific examples explores how
colour is used in a spectrum of design based disciplines including apparel design graphic design interior design and product
design through highly engaging contributions from a wide range of international scholars and practitioners the book explores
colour as an individual and cultural phenomenon as a pragmatic device for communication and as a valuable marketing tool
color and design provides a comprehensive overview for scholars and an accessible text for students on a range of courses
within design fashion cultural studies anthropology sociology and visual and material culture its exploration of colour in
marketing as well as design makes this book an invaluable resource for professional designers it will also allow practitioners to
understand how and why colour is so extensively varied and offers such enormous potential to communicate

The Color Book
2017-05-05

the color book is based on the idea of color and how it plays in the visual arts and in poetry color does not exist in nature by
itself but always surrounded by other colors it is color that we respond to emotionally we might say oh i love that color or that
color makes me sad using color can expand the meaning of the written word the book is illustrated with images of paintings by
annell from the series fragments geometry and change annell insists she does not experience life as a whole but in bits and
fragments her compositions are based on geometry and the color is inspired by nature she keeps in mind the universal
meaning given to colors to set the mood in a painting and uses the names of colors to set the mood in her poetry words bring to
mind mental images change is also important in her work change is constant nothing stays the same everything is always
changing the weather changes seasons change the light of the day changes night into day the sun moves across the sky the
shadows on the wall are always changing

赤の歴史文化図鑑
2018-09

赤は ヨーロッパにおいて人々が塗料としても染料としても最初に扱うことを覚えた色である 色彩の社会 文化史のシリーズの1冊

Black and Blue
1996-12

black and blue the color of love you ask yourself how do these colors relate to love for many these are the only colors of love
they know these are the colors of the wounds left from a battleground where the only expression of love is through a fist of
abusive words they are symbolic of a life of violence darkening the soul and discoloring the flesh louise a college student at cal
state san bernadino worked two jobs but always found time to participate in a few extra curricular activities where men were
concerned she had a history of falling for the underdog usually handsome men but were coined losers but she was always able
to see the kindness in their hearts under the masks they wore and save me signs on their foreheads underneath the tough
exterior louise presented to the world all she longed for was to be loved accepted and needed by someone special she used



whatever she could get her hands on as a means to fill her emptiness larry was no exception but in the end it was louise who
needed to be saved she encountered him in a bar late one evening in december 1990 he was a blast from her past their paths
had not crossed for years his sign was displayed in neon which hooked her instantly she sauntered over to where he was sitting
and reacquainted herself with him she then proceeded to get his phone number before they parted that evening she
telephoned him several weeks later and from that day forward her life took an unexpected turn louise s world quickly dissolved
and became his world they laughed cried fought made love and partied together as her love intensified the need to save him
from himself became her primary purpose then the beatings began louise moved in with larry and the spiral into darkness and
despair became the evident path the abuse was frequent usually every few days he laced her food with pcp and for days she
teetered on the brink of sanity sometimes stepping with both feet in the world of the insane love and hate melded together in a
synonymous feeling for her towards larry she managed to find a glimmer of light and strength in a world she had come to
believe impermeable to anything other than the microcosm that had been created with larry on november 15 1991 she took a
stand for the only person she could help herself a shattered shell of a women laid at her feet from the debris and wreckage
arose a child determined angry and fighting to be free i write this book not only for myself but for every person who may find
themselves in volatile situations unable to see away to change their circumstances there is a way to create a life filled with joy

Colors All Around
2018-08-01

coco loves colors help her explore the colors all around her world will your favorite color be among them the charming text and
warm illustrations encourage children to interact with the story as coco discovers colors all around

Book of Colors
2000-10

the afro bets kids help children to learn about colors and how they can be used primary and secondary colors are introduced by
way of whimsical verse and familiar attractive images

Color Blocked
2017

the color is blocked readers must rub turn and tap the pages to straighten out pipes unplug corks and keep the color flowing
but watch out the color might run faster than you can keep up along the way readers will learn primary colors how mixing
colors can make secondary colors and why you should never ever put too much trust in a narrator

What Color is Nature?
2002-03-01

nature comes in many colors the sun is yellow an apple is red a feather is blue you can find nature s colors in the most
unexpected places sometimes you have to look closely but color is always there stephen r swinburne invites children to have
fun seeing the colors around them as they walk down the street or play in the park a wonderful world of color is waiting for
those who open their eyes

The Color Revolution
2012-08-31

a history of color and commerce from haute couture to automobile showrooms to interior design when the fashion industry
declares that lime green is the new black or instructs us to think pink it is not the result of a backroom deal forged by a
secretive cabal of fashion journalists designers manufacturers and the editor of vogue it is the latest development of a color
revolution that has been unfolding for more than a century in this book the award winning historian regina lee blaszczyk traces
the relationship of color and commerce from haute couture to automobile showrooms to interior design describing the often
unrecognized role of the color profession in consumer culture blaszczyk examines the evolution of the color profession from
1850 to 1970 telling the stories of innovators who managed the color cornucopia that modern artificial dyes and pigments
made possible these color stylists color forecasters and color engineers helped corporations understand the art of illusion and



the psychology of color blaszczyk describes the strategic burst of color that took place in the 1920s when general motors
introduced a bright blue sedan to compete with ford s all black model t and when housewares became available in a range of
brilliant hues she explains the process of color forecasting not a conspiracy to manipulate hapless consumers but a careful
reading of cultural trends and consumer taste and she shows how color information flowed from the fashion houses of paris to
textile mills in new jersey today professional colorists are part of design management teams at such global corporations as
hilton disney and toyota the color revolution tells the history of how colorists help industry capture the hearts and dollars of
consumers

Thinking about Colors
1992

looking at the colors in a paint box children discuss the feelings and symbolism associated with different hues

Mauve
2001-09-01

the story of a man who invented a color in the process transformed the world before 1856 the color for clothing paint print
derived from animals minerals or plants dyeing was painstaking expensive in 1856 william perkin discovered a way to mass
produce color in a factory he found mauve by chance the beautiful light purple became the most desirable shade in fashion it
led to new crimsons violets blues greens but its importance extended far beyond ballgowns after perkin discovered mauve
science created huge industries the impact of the new color had fundamental effects on the development of explosives perfume
photography modern medicine illustrations extensive biblio an interesting volume Ó

Tan to Tamarind
2009

poems in celebration of brown skin color

The Color of White
2005-01-01

the color tree is a magical fantasy for readers ages 3 8 in which lessons of color and color mixing are being taught a little boy
coming upon a colorless landscape realizes the world needs color and begins throwing magical apples at everything in sight
with each hit color appears until the entire landscape is awash in color 32 pages hardcover

The Color Tree
2011-05-11

two best friends stephan and danielle wanted to draw each other in class when danielle picks up a black marker to color her
friends face he gets angry to him the color black is what it looks like black the children handle this dilemma on their own in a
very unique way youngsters will relate to this story in that it teaches how to solve differences between friends and it touches
on cultural differences esta historia es acerca de dos buenos amigos stephan y danielle ambos quisieron dibujarse el uno al
otro en la clase cuando danielle agarro el marcador negro para colorear la cara de su amigo el se enojo para el el color negro
es como se ve negro los ninos manejan este dilema a la manera de ellos de una forma muy unica los jovencitos se identificaran
con esta historia que les ensenaran como solucionar las diferencias entre amigos y tambien toca un poco en las diferencias
culturales

What Color Am I?
1993

investigates the color yellow and where it appears in our world finding it in nature in signs and in food



Investigating the Color Yellow
2013-09-17

organized by the colors of the rainbow a design expert and writer provides readers with a whole new way of looking at the
world around us bringing it all vividly to life from sweden s black socks of envy to britain s pink colored machismo

ROY G. BIV
2021-11

like a multicolor pencil palette what defines human beings is their uniqness and their diversity

The Color of Your Skin
2015

emotions including happiness sadness anger fear and calm are described through the actions of a monster sorting them out

The Color Monster
2001-07

the color of my love shows love through experiences and the colors of those experiences it is the depiction of love in many ways
between a parent and a child and the beauty that surrounds them and lies between them share this story with your child or
loved one and open the discussion for how love shows up in your lives and the beauty of the colors in it

The Color of Sandy
2018-10-30

look around you do you see bright puffy clouds a glass of milk falling snowflakes a fancy white dress the color white is found in
nature in clothing at home and in many other places read this book and become an expert at spotting white everywhere learn
about the colors you see all around you in the colors everywhere series part of the lightning bolt bookstm collection with high
energy designs exciting photos and fun text lightning bolt bookstm bring nonfiction topics to life

The Color of My Love
2017-08-01

when a witch s curse takes away a beautiful princess s ability to see color the princess must learn to find the true colors in her
world in order to break the spell

White Everywhere
2014-05-20

shows colors that result when white is mixed with other colors

Finding the Color in My Black and White World
2004

this book presents a design driven investigation into smart materials developed by chemists physicists materials and chemical
engineers and applied by designers to consumer products introducing a class of smart materials that change colors the book
presents their characteristics advantages potentialities and difficulties of applications of this to help understanding what they
are how they work how they are applied the books also present a number of case studies products projects concepts and
experiments using smart materials thus mapping out new design territories for these innovative materials these case studies



involve different fields of design including product interior fashion and communication design within the context of rising
sustainable and human centered design agendas the series will demonstrate the role and influence of these new materials and
technologies on design and discuss how they can implement and redefine our objects and spaces to encourage more resilient
environments

White with Other Colors
2013-11-18

by closely following goethe s explanations of the color phenomena the reader may become so divorced from the wavelength
theory goethe never even mentions it that he may begin to think about color theory relatively unhampered by prejudice ancient
or modern by the time goethe s theory of colours appeared in 1810 the wavelength theory of light and color had been firmly
established to goethe the theory was the result of mistaking an incidental result for an elemental principle far from pretending
to a knowledge of physics he insisted that such knowledge was an actual hindrance to understanding he based his conclusions
exclusively upon exhaustive personal observation of the phenomena of color of his own theory goethe was supremely confident
from the philosopher we believe we merit thanks for having traced the phenomena of colours to their first sources to the
circumstances under which they appear and are and beyond which no further explanation respecting them is possible goethe s
scientific conclusions have of course long since been thoroughly demolished but the intelligent reader of today may enjoy this
work on quite different grounds for the beauty and sweep of his conjectures regarding the connection between color and
philosophical ideas for an insight into early nineteenth century beliefs and modes of thought and for the flavor of life in europe
just after the american and french revolutions the book does not have to be studied to be appreciated goethe s subjective
theory of colors permits him to speak most persuasively of color harmony and aesthetics in some readers these notions will
evoke a positive response on their merits others may regard them as pure fantasy but savor the grace and style of their
exposition the work may also be read as an accurate guide to the study of color phenomena goethe s conclusions have been
repudiated but no one quarrels with his reporting of the facts to be observed with simple objects vessels prisms lenses and the
like the reader will be led through a demonstration course not only in subjectively produced colors but also in the observable
physical phenomena of color by closely following goethe s explanations of the color phenomena the reader may become so
divorced from the wavelength theory goethe never even mentions it that he may begin to think about color theory relatively
unhampered by prejudice ancient or modern

Materials that Change Color
1970

investigates the color red and where it appears in our world finding it in flowers in food and in animals

Theory of Colours
1993

Investigating the Color Red
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